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HMM-Based Human Fall Detection and Prediction
Method Using Tri-Axial Accelerometer
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Abstract— Falls in the elderly have always been a serious
medical and social problem. To detect and predict falls, a
hidden Markov model (HMM)-based method using tri-axial
accelerations of human body is proposed. A wearable motion
detection device using tri-axial accelerometer is designed and
realized, which can detect and predict falls based on tri-axial
acceleration of human upper trunk. The acceleration time series
(ATS) extracted from human motion processes are used to
describe human motion features, and the ATS extracted from
human fall courses but before the collision are used to train
HMM so as to build a random process mathematical model.
Thus, the outputs of HMM, which express the marching degrees
of input ATS and HMM, can be used to evaluate the risks to
fall. The experiment results show that fall events can be predicted
200–400 ms ahead the occurrence of collisions, and distinguished
from other daily life activities with an accuracy of 100%.

Index Terms— Accelerometer, acceleration time series (ATS),
fall detection, fall prediction, hidden Markov model (HMM).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE INCREASING aging population is one of the major
social problems in 21st century worldwide. Among many

other problems caused by aging, each year, approximately one
third of adults over 65 years old fall, and the likelihood of
falling increases substantially with advancing age [1]. Nearly
half are recurrent falls, and nearly 10% of falls result in
serious injuries. As the world aging process quickened, falls
in the elderly have become a significant financial burden to
family and society [2], [3]. Besides the extent of injury, the
medication outcome of a fall may also largely depend upon the
response and rescue time [4]. Hence, reliable fall prevention
and detection are essential in independent living facilities:
predict then prevent the heavy collision of a fall, or fall event
detection followed by immediate notification to caregivers,
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and researches showed that the risk of hospitalization can be
reduced by 26% and death by over 80% [5].

Recent years, technical advances in MEMS sensors, micro-
processors and wireless communication have been the driving
factors to facilitate telemonitoring of people’s physical activ-
ities. As a result, some wearable automatic sensor based fall
detectors have been developed [4]–[13]. Most of them utilize
accelerometers, gyroscopes, or tilt sensors and set thresholds
of their outputs to detect the large impact of body with
ground or near horizontal orientation of trunk, or both. For
instance, Purwar et al. [6] used a tri-axial accelerometer to
set thresholds of acceleration and orientation of trunk through
experiments to detect falls, which achieved an accuracy of
81%. By calculating trunk’s angle, angle acceleration and set
their thresholds, Bourke et al. [4] used a bi-axial gyroscope
to detect fall events. With this approach, falls and daily life
activities can be fully identified, but no mention has been
given on its applications to fall prediction. Wen J Li’s team
[8], [9] developed an airbag system to protect hip when falling
just like the application of airbags in car crash. To make sure
that air was fully filled before a collision they applied a tri-
axial accelerometer and gyroscope, then set accelerations and
angular velocities thresholds using Support Vector Machine
(SVM) methods to predict fall events. However, the accuracy
and timeliness didn’t been mentioned.

The angle errors calculated from tri-axial acceleration
maybe one of the reasons for misdetection of accelerometer
based detection system, since their outputs consist of not only
body accelerations but also the gravity. And the acceleration
information at one instance is not sufficient to describe human
motions, since they are processes. As for gyroscope based
detection system, it brings significant errors to the calculated
angular acceleration and angular position through differential
and integral operations, since those low-cost gyroscopes suffer
from time-varying zero shift seriously. Although these errors
can be compensated using magnetograph, it takes calculation
too complex to be implanted on a single chip in real-time
applications. Hence, it is expected that to predict and detect
fall events accurately with thresholds methods, a tri-axial
accelerometer and gyroscope are needed [7]–[10].

Therefore, to reduce the complexity of algorithm and
improve fault tolerance, the accelerometer based meth-
ods without angle calculation is considered in this paper.
In the process of human motion, the accelerations vary real-
timely because of one’s own movements, touching with other
objects and also gravity, and then make up an acceleration
time series (ATS). Different motion states constitute different
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motion processes through some kinds of turns, and generate
different ATS. Although the acceleration at one single point
can’t fulfill the sensing information completeness to describe
human motion, the ATS that consists of information of a
period of time orderly can be used to describe the features of
human motion process. Thus, identify human motion processes
through ATS, and detect fall events before the collision of
body with lower subjects is possible. HMM is a tool to
build random process based mathematical model to distinguish
different features of time series signals because of its good
statistical properties [18]. This study made use of HMM to
describe human fall process through analyzing the ATS during
fall events. Different from most of the other researches, we
build HMM to describe the course that before the collision of
body with lower subjects in fall process here, so as to not only
distinguish falls from other activities, but also predict falls.

This paper describes a reliable human fall detection and
prediction method using HMM and tri-axial accelerometer,
through analyzing the features of human motion series during
fall processes. First, acquire tri-axial acceleration at human
upper trunk from fall processes and other daily life activities.
Second, extract features that describe the movements during a
series of short time periods by turns to make up ATS, which
characterize motion processes. Then, study the features of
ATS from the course that before the collision of body with
lower subjects in fall processes as training samples to build
HMM, whose outputs express the marching degree of input
ATS and HMM, thus it can be applied to evaluate the risks to
fall. Finally, we set thresholds by compiling statistics of the
outputs from different motion processes to detect and predict
fall events. The experiment results show that this methods
can predict falls in 200∼400 ms before the impact and can
also distinguish fall events from other daily life activities
accurately.

II. METHODS AND SYSTEM SET UP

To study the relationship between human fall process and
ATS, a tri-axial accelerometer based system was built to collect
accelerations during human fall processes and other daily
life activities. By feature extracting, ATS were extracted to
describe fall process, especially up to the instant before the
impact of collision. Then they were used as training samples to
train HMM, a random process mathematical model to describe
fall process before impact.

A. System Design

The system board is designed with a STM32 microproces-
sor, a 12-bit ADC, a USB interface, and an SD memory
card etc., powered by a 9V battery. The sensor chosen is the
MEMS tri-axis accelerometer MMA7260Q (± 6 g, 200 mV/g)
produced by Freescale Semiconductors, which can be worn
comfortably without disturbing the wearer’s daily life. With a
size of 9 cm × 5.5 cm × 2 cm, it can be mounted to human
body’s surface easily.

B. Sensor Location

As the acceleration varies in different parts of human
body during movements, the location of device on human
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Fig. 1. Definition of coordinate systems.

Fig. 2. Photos of information acquisition procedures.

body surface is very important and should truly reflect the
key features of human fall process. Indeed as shown in [4],
[6], [11], the arm, wrist, hip and leg are not the suitable
positions for the accelerometer, based devices due to their
high movement frequency and complexity, although they may
be the more comfortable place to wear. Studies show that the
upper trunk, which is below the neck and above waist, is the
most suitable feature region for distinguish falls from other
movements using acceleration.

C. Information Acquisition

Define that the upper trunk Cartesian coordinate
system oxyz, whose origin is located at the upright
upper trunk of human body, and is parallel with the
geodetic coordinate system O XY Z as shown in Fig. 1.
Accelerations along x , y, z axis are denoted as
ax , ay , az respectively, and its norm (the resultant acceleration)

is: a =
√

a2
x + a2

y + a2
z .

To get data samples, the device mentioned above was used
to acquire accelerations during both fall events and some
daily life activities with a sampling period of T = 10 ms.
Eight young healthy student volunteers (including male and
female, aged 25 ± 3 years old and weight 61 ± 19 kg)
performed simulated falls caused by dizziness or losing control
of legs onto thick sponge mat as well as some other daily life
activities (Fig. 2). The samples totally includes 80 times of
falls (including 64 frontward falls and 16 sideway falls), and
40 times of each motion including standing (while talking),
walking, sit-to-stand (on armchair), squat-to-stand and falling
while walking frontward. And every subject performed the
same amount of every kind of activities.
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Fig. 3. Data examples (resultant acceleration) of some motion processes.
(a) Process of fall frontward. (b) Process of walking. (c) Process of stand-to-
sit-to-stand. (d) Process of stand-to-squat-to-stand.

Fig. 3 shows the resultant acceleration curves from each
kind of motion process that indicates significant distinctions
among them. For instance, the curve in (a) shows that the
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Fig. 4. Extract ATS by a sliding window (S). The resultant acceleration
curve is about a fall process. Base area B = [b1, b2] is defined in step 1 as
follow.

biggest impact during this fall has exceeded 6 G (Where G
is gravity acceleration constant.) due to the collision between
body and sponge mat; and (b) shows that the accelerations of
normal walk show some periodic features.

D. Feature Extraction for ATS

An ATS consists of a series of elements by turns of time,
where every element describes the acceleration features of
movement during a time period. It can be produced by a
sliding window (S), as who moves forward, new elements
are generated, and also new ATS. Thus, an ATS and sliding
window (S) have the same sampling period (TS) and length
(n), cover a time period of TS × n. There are n elements
(ci , i = 1, . . . , n) in an ATS by turns of time, and every ele-
ment describes the acceleration features of movement during
TS . The number of sensing data (ax , ay , az) acquired from
accelerometer is denoted as m(m ≥ 1) during TS , and also the
number of resultant acceleration (a). The sampling period of
sensor in our experiment is T = 10 ms, n = 10, TS = mT .

The procedure of feature extraction is to extract one element
(ci ) from m sets of sensing data during TS , then n elements
made up an ATS that describes the features of human motion
during time period of TS ×n. Hence, we can see that bigger m
is set, the use efficiency of sensing data is lower, more useful
information may be lost. And smaller m is set, more elements
that describe a kind of motion process in an ATS are needed,
makes the algorithm more complex. In our experiment, m = 4.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between resultant accelerations
and sliding window (S).

To reduce the dimensions, the resultant acceleration (a) is
used to describe the features of movement instead of vector
(ax , ay , az). The method of getting elements (ci ) is by two
steps:

Step1. Determine the resultant acceleration (aF ), which
describes the features of movement during TS .
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TABLE I

SEGMENT METHOD IN THIS PAPER

Range [0, b1) [b1, b2] (b2, θK −1) [θK −1, θK )

Segment
method Average Be one

segment Average Be one
segment

Mount of
segment

K1 1 K2 1

Here, K = K1 + K2 + 2

In static state, (ax , ay , az) varies in a small scale around
(0, 0,–G), due to the gravity, noise, and physiologic
movements, such as human breath, etc. Thus the resultant
acceleration (a) varies in a small scale around G, which can be
defined as a base area: B = [b1, b2], satisfying b1 < G < b2
(as shown in Fig. 4). Therefore, the farther the resultant
acceleration from B , more dramatic body motion conclude. B
can be determined statistically and is given by B = [9 m/s2,
11 m/s2] in this study. Then aF can be determined by
considering maximum distance. Define the distance between
acceleration (a) and B as

d(a, B) = |a − b1| + |a − b2| . (1)

Then the maximum distance between resultant accelerations
{ai } (i = 1, 2, . . . , m) during TS and B is

max[d(ai , B) | i = 1, 2, . . . , m] (2)

If d(a j , B) = max[d(ai , B)], ∀i, j = 1, 2, . . . , m, then
aF = a j .

Step 2. Determine the elements (ci , i = 1 . . . n) of sliding
window (S) and ATS.

The range of aF is recorded as θ , which is very large
because the peak resultant acceleration during human fall
processes can exceed 12G [11] due to the heavy collision.
To make the algorithm simpler, aF can’t be the elements
(ci ). Therefore, in this study, θ is segmented and then aF

can be symbolized by introducing a finite set of symbols:
S = {s1, s2, . . . , sK }, K ≥ 1. That is:

θ = [θ0, θ1) ∪ [θ1, θ2) ∪ . . . ∪ [θK−1, θK ),

where θ0 = 0, θK → +∞
If aF ∈ [θ j−1, θ j ), j = 1, 2, . . . , K
then the symbolized result of the i -th element (ci ) in S is given
by ci = s j .

The segmenting method of θ can be determined according to
the features of data samples. Since the resultant acceleration of
upper trunk in daily life is less than 35 m/s2 most time [11], the
experiment set θK−1 = 35 m/s2, and base area B = [b1, b2] is
set as a segment, then the other two ranges are segmented by
average method separately. The segment method in this paper
is shown in Table I.

It can be revealed that bigger K is set, the use efficiency
of sensing data is lower; and smaller K is set, more kinds
of elements that ATS contains, makes the algorithm more
complex. In this paper, the experiment set K1 = K2 = 3,
soK = 8.

TABLE II

PARAMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF HMM FOR FALL PROCESS

Parameter Description

The number of
invisible states in
human fall
process: M

Finite set of motion states:
U = {u1, u2, . . . , u M }; such as: balance state,
losing balance state, impact state, et al.

The number of
observation values
after information
fusion process: N

The same as the kinds of elements that ATS
contains, N = K .
Finite set of observation values (The elements
of ATS): V = {v1, v2, . . . , vN }

Initial state
distribution:
π = {πi },
(i = 1, 2, . . . , M)

πi = P(Q1 |ui ),
M∑

i=1
πi = 1

State transition
matrix:
A = {ai j },
( j = 1, 2, . . . , M)

Describe the transition probability between
each motion state:

ai j = P(Qt+1 = u j |Qt = ui ),
M∑

j=1
ai j = 1

Emission matrix:
B = {b jk},
(k = 1, 2, . . . , N)

Describe the relationship between motion
states and sensing data.

b jk = P(Ot = vk |Qt = u j )£¬
N∑

k=1
b jk = 1

E. HMM-Based Recognition Method

The special statistical properties of HMM has made it a
tool for probability-based modeling to distinguish different
features of a random signal sequence. In fact, it has been
used in speech, handwriting recognition [14], [15] and some
other areas successfully [16]. Although human motion is
very complex dynamic process with many different features,
the transition probabilities between motion states and the
appearance probabilities of each state do show some interested
characteristics such as regularities and similarities. In this
study, by means of information fusion on falling acceleration
signal acquired, we are able to find out the regularity of human
falls and therefore further to acquire motion features for the
short time interval just before the collision occurs. As a result
of this, an HMM based system is built; it can not only detect
the fall but also can predict it for the purpose of fall prevention
using some other techniques such as airbag [9], etc.

An HMM is a double random process, composing of an
invisible, finite, first-order Markov chain that describes the
state transition, and a visible random process that describes
the relationship between states and observation series, which
can be acquired by sensors, etc. Hence, we can analyze
the state transition indirectly through observation series.
Thus, human motion state transition can be analyzed through
ATS that extracted from sensing information. Define the
observation series (an ATS from fall process) as: O =
{O1, O2, . . . , Ot , . . . , OL }, where L is length of O and Ot is
the t-th element in ATS; then the invisible motion states corre-
spond with O is denoted as Q = {Q1, Q2, . . . , Qt , . . . , QL}.
The HMM describes fall process is denoted as λ, and it can be
expressed by a five item array: λ = (M, N, π, A, B), whose
parameters are defined in Table II.

Given the ATS acquired from human fall process (as the
observation series of HMM): O, adjusting parameters of λ to
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TABLE III

DESCRIPTION FOR DATA SAMPLES

Sample Sets Sample Types Sample
Amount.

Falls. Fall while
walking
frontward

Standing,
sit-to-stand,
walking,
squat-to-
stand

�T :Training
sample set 4 frontward

falls and 1
sideway fall
from every
subject.

0 0 40

�S :
Statistical
sample set

Other 4
frontward
falls and 1
sideway fall
from every
subject.

0 5 samples
of each
activity
from 4
subjects.

120

�E :
Experiment
sample set

0 5 samples
from every
subject.

5 samples
of every
activity
from the
other 4
subjects.

120

Sample
amount of

each activity.
64 frontward
falls and 16
sideway falls

40 40 samples
of each
activity.

____

get the conditional probabilityP(O |λ) local maximum can be
used to train an HMM (λ) that describes fall process. Then
giving a trained HMM (λ) and a new observation series (O)
acquired from any motion process, the conditional probability
P(O |λ) represents the marching degree of λ and O. To train
λ and calculate P(O |λ), standard Baum-Welch algorithm
[18], [19] is utilized in this paper, which is a particular case
of a generalized expectation maximization (GEM) algorithm.
It can compute maximum likelihood estimates and posterior
mode estimates for the parameters of an HMM. Its core
idea is updating weights through recursion to get model
parameters that can explain training sample series better, and
the computation complexity is lower relatively.

Starting from balance state, a typical human fall usually
experiences the transition of the following states: losing bal-
ance, impact with lower objects (some are multi-impact) and
finally relatively steady state after the collision. Distinguish
fall processes before the first impact from other daily life
activities accurately is the key issue of establishing effective
fall detection and prediction model. Hence, the ATS extracted
from the states that before the collision of body with lower
objects should be used as the training samples to train HMM
using Baum-Welch algorithm [19]. The Markov chain in
HMM contains 3 states: balance state, losing balance state,
unbalance state, and a fall process should start from the
balance state. The number of observation values is equal to the
number of kinds of elements of ATS. Thus, the initialization
condition used for HMM training is:

1) the number of invisible states: M = 3;
2) the number of observation values: N = 8;

3) initial state distribution: π1 = 1, πi = 0 (i = 2,…,M);
4) state transition matrix (A): uniform distribution (General

principle);
5) emission matrix (B): uniform distribution (General prin-

ciple).

When λ = (M, N, π, A, B) is trained, it can describe the
features of the course before collision in fall process. There-
fore, extract ATS from any motion that is under recognition,
the output probability P (AT S|λ) can express the marching
degree (probability) between the course before collision in fall
process and the motion process under recognition, so as can
be used to evaluate the risks to fall in a manner of higher P
gets, more risk to fall. This investigation indicates that it is
feasible to predict falls before collision by means of setting
thresholds on P properly to distinguish fall events from other
daily life activities.

Therefore, the data samples got in the information acquisi-
tion part should be divided into 3 disjoint sets as showed in
Table III. The training sample set �T consists of half amount
of fall process samples is used to train λ. The other fall process
samples and half amount of daily life activity samples make
up the statistical sample set �S , which is used to compile
statistics of P (AT S|λ), so as to set thresholds on P . Since the
“Fall while walking frontward” process is a kind of continuous
action, which is nearer to real falls than the other kinds of fall
samples, is used to test the method. Hence, the experimental
sample set �E consists of “Fall while walking frontward”
samples and the other daily life activity samples. Every set
contains 40 fall samples.

F. Fall Prediction and Detection Algorithm

The algorithm for detecting and predicting falls is based on
taking the statistical sample set �Sto set threshold on P . That
is, basing on ATS extracted from all samples in �S , calculate
the matching degrees P (AT S|λ) between every ATS and λ,
then compile statistics of P to set thresholds.

The thresholds should take two demands into account,
i.e., the prediction should be made as early as possible for
taking protection; and the detection should identify the falls
effectively to reduce false alarm. Therefore two threshold are
needed: P1, for fall prediction, and P2 is for fall detection.
First, set threshold P1, which is determined by Support Vector
Machine (SVM), to make prediction in a time period (TP).
An SVM can construct an optimal hyperplane or set of
hyperplanes, which can be used for classification. Then, a good
separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest
distance to the nearest training data points of any class, since
in general the larger the margin the lower the generalization
error of the classifier [18]. Here, we use SVM to separate the
highest P values from daily life activity samples from lowest
P values from fall samples. This is a one dimensional problem,
so the optimal hyperplane can be a one-dimensional point, and
that is the value P1 is set. Second, by setting the threshold
at the lowest P value during the state while the body has lost
balance we can detect falls, which is recorded as P2.

The fall detection and prediction algorithm is described by
a flowchart in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Flowchart for fall detection and prediction method

1) First, if P < P1, no fall is detected, since the risk to fall
is too slow. Or else a fall process is in progress, a fall
event is predicted, and the fall protection system should
be activated.

2) Second, if P rises and exceeds P2, it indicates that
the body has lost its balance that a fall has happened
definitely, so fall is detected and alarm for rescue is
needed.

In the investigation, by means of normalization and statis-
tical result of all P values, P1 = 0.334% and P2 = 12.3%
were obtained.

If the application system is only used to predict or detect
falls, just one threshold P1 or P2 above is enough. In this
case only one rule, P > P1 or P > P2 is needed.

III. EXPERIMENTS

Taking the set of experimental sample set (�E ) as men-
tioned before to test the method, in our algorithm justification,
it turns out that:

1) In the prediction part, the results showed that falls
can be predicted in a time period of T P = 200∼400
ms priors to the collision of body with ground (thick
sponge mat) with threshold P1, since the time span of
each fall process varies. This time period is enough to
permit the inflation of protective airbag used in cars [20]
(about 20 ms). To predict more precisely, large sample
statistics is needed. And threshold P2 can not be used
to predict falls.

2) In the detection part, it turns out that the fall processes
can be detected 100% without misdetection for daily
life activities with threshold P2: 100% sensitivity and
100% specificity [17]; as for threshold P1, the detection
result shows 100% sensitivity and 88.75% specificity.
We can see that, compare to P1, P2 can reduce more
false alarm, can be used for fall detection, while P1 not.

Some experiment results are shown in Fig. 6. In (a) and
(b), the risks to fall (P values) are all very low in a range of
[0, 0.1), no fall is predict or detect, the results are agree
with the experimental samples. The acceleration curve in (c)
is about an experimental motion process of falling frontward
while walking, the risks to fall turn out different from others.
In standing and walking process, the risks are very low that
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Fig. 6. Prediction result. (a) Fall risks during sit-to-stand process. (b) Fall
risks during squat-to-stand process. (c) Fall risks during process of falling
frontward while walking.

less than 0.001. Then from t = 4640 ms, the risk value rises
up obviously, the acceleration curve is corresponding to the
state of losing balance before the collision in this fall process,
and the probability of fall down is rising. At t = 4880 ms, the
risk gets down to near 0, when the acceleration curve shows
the beginning of collision state, that is human body (except
feet) has already touched the collision area, so the probability
of falling in the next time period is low.

The contrastive analysis of Fig. 6 shows that our method can
distinguish fall events and other daily life activities effectively.
The risk values (P) are higher at losing balance state, therefore
it can be used to predict falls before the collision of body with
lower objects, too.

IV. CONCLUSION

Reliable fall prevention or notification after detection is
essential in independent living facilities for the elders. This
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paper proposed a reliable and low-cost human fall prediction
and detection method using tri-axial accelerometer. To reduce
the cost and complexity we utilize a tri-axial accelerometer
placed at human upper trunk, and to fulfill the completeness
of sensing information, the accelerations during a consequent
time period are investigated as ATS instead of information
at single time point. We extract ATS from fall processes and
study the acceleration variation regularity before the collision
of body with lower objects in fall processes, and then built
a HMM (λ) to describe it. The risk to fall can be evaluated
using the normalized output of λ to predict and detect fall
processes. The experiment results show that the algorithm
proposed can predict falls 200∼400 ms before the collision,
and can distinguish fall evens from other daily life activities
with 100% sensitivity and 100% specificity.

In terms of timing performance, this method is able to
complete evaluation in a very short time period and therefore
to make the falling prediction priors to the collision of human
body with lower objects. This makes it a reliable tool to be
applied together with other protection equipments such as
air-bags to prevent fall injury of elders. Compare with the
thresholds method using accelerations at several single time
points, our mathematical model in this paper is an effective
method for human fall process recognition and has several
advantages:

1) Application: The thresholds methods using tri-axial
acceleration are mostly used to detect falls nowadays,
but our method can applied to both fall detection and
prediction. This study accomplished fall prediction and
detection by using tri-axial accelerometer alone. As
far as the authors’ knowledge, besides this method,
to predict and detect falls accurately, both tri-axial
accelerometer and gyroscope are needed until now
[7]–[10].

2) Detection accuracy: There are still misdetections in
some experiments using thresholds method, such as [6]
achieved an accuracy of 81%, [12] achieved sensitivity
of 91% and specificity of 92%, [17] achieved sensitiv-
ity of 91% and specificity of 100%. The information
completeness can be one of the reasons. Most thresh-
olds methods use the results of sensing information
at uncontinuous time points to detect falls, thus some
misdetection may be caused by the incompleteness
information. Our method analyzes the ATS during the
whole course before the collision of human fall process,
so more complete sensing information is used to study
the features of human fall process and the transition
of motion states, and also the experiment showed good
results.

However, the HMM λ and thresholds in this paper, were
set based on the data samples of young people’s simulated
activities, so the experiment results will be different in real-
world practice [21]. In the application for the elders’, this
method must be tested on a variety of real-world falls, and
the mathematical model and thresholds should be trained and
reset based on the large real-world samples of the elders. That
is our next work in plan.
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